
Lesson Plan Week 11-16 to 11-20  
   Monday    Tuesday    Wednesday   Thursday    Friday   

8:40-9:10  

Science/social 
studies  

Social Studies  

Week 22  
Presidents and Patriots  

Cover & pg. 2  

Social Studies  

Week 22  
Presidents and Patriots  

Pg. 3 & pg. 4  

 Social Studies  

Week 23  
Rights & Responsibilities  

Cover & pg. 2  

 Social Studies  

Week 23  
Rights & Responsibilities  

Pg. 3 & pg. 4  

  

REVIEW  



9:10-9:50  

Foundational 
Skills  

Haggertys Book Week 11 Day 1 
Explicit Phonics Cards  

Introduce and explore Butterflies 
and Moths. Read aloud the title and 

name of the author, Nic Bishop. 
Explain that Bishop also took the 

photographs.   

Display the front and back covers 
and think aloud: The title tells me 
the topic of the book. I wonder if 

this bug on the front cover is a 
butterfly or a moth. The bug on the 
cover looks different; it has bigger 

antennae and looks fatter. I wonder 
which one that is? Maybe this book 

will explain how to tell the 
difference.   

Turn the pages. Ask children what 
they see repeated on each page, 
including photographs, captions 
and sentences in larger, colored 

type. Show and briefly explain the 
index and glossary. Discuss how 
these features help the reader.  

Read Butterflies and Moths aloud. 
As you read, pause to define 

challenging vocabulary, and give 
children opportunities to look at the 

photographs.  
  

  

Haggertys Book Week 11 Day 2 
Explicit Phonics Cards  

Guide a review of the txt 
Butterflies and Moths. Have 

children turn to Student Book 
page 23. Read aloud the first item, 
and invite volunteers to complete 
the sentence, based on what they 
heard and saw during the reading.

Have children record their 
answers.  

Read aloud the second item, and 
help children recall features you 

noticed together when 
previewing the book. Display the 
book once more for review. Have 

children record their answers.   

Read aloud the Turn and Talk 
activity. As children discuss their 
acts, ask them what things about 
the book, such as photographs or 

colored text, helped them 
remember the facts they chose. 
nvite children to share their ideas 

and discuss as a class.   

Ask children if they have any 
additional questions about 
butterflies and moths after 

reading the text, such as What 
kinds of butterflies and moths live 
where we live? Or Are butterflies 

and bees friends or enemies? 
Discuss where you might look to 

find the answers to these 
questions.  

  

Haggertys Book Week 11 Day 3 
Explicit Phonics Cards  

Reread to learn about life stages. 
Explain that children will listen and 
look for details about a butterlfy’s or 

moth’s four stages of life. Instruct 
them to listen closely as you reread 

pages 10-23.  

Have children identify key details. Use 
questions such as these to guide 

discussion.   

Pages 10-13:What happens in the first 
two stages of a butterfly’s pr moth’s 

life? (it begins as an egg; the egg 
hatches and a caterpillar comes out)  

Pages 14-15: What does a caterpillar 
do? (It eats, grows, and molts when 

it’s too big for its skin.)  

Pages 20-21: How does a become a 
moth or butterfly? (It turns into a 
pupa; the pupa grows into wings, 

legs, and a body.)  

Guide children to demonstrate 
understanding. Direct children to 

turn to Student Book page 24. Read 
aloud the drawing prompt and Hint. 

Guide children to put their answers in 
the correct order and use the Word 

Bank to spell challenging words.  

Have children discuss text evidence. 
Read aloud the Turn and Talk activity. 

Invite partners to present their 
drawings to the class, explaining how 
the drawings are alike and different.  

Haggertys Book Week 11 Day 4 
Explicit Phonics Cards   

Reread to learn about a special 
body part. Explain that children 

will listen and look for details 
about the special wings of 

butterflies and moths. Instruct 
children to listen closely as you 

reread pages 24-25, including the 
caption on page 25.  

Have children identify key details. 
Use questions such as these to 

guide discussion.  

Page 25: What are the wings 
covered with? (tiny, colored 

scales.)  

Page 25: How do the scales help 
butterflies and moths escape 
from an enemy? (If they get 

caught in a web, the scales come 
off easily when they pull their 

wings away, so they can escape.)  

Page 25: What makes the wings 
strong? (long, straight tubes 

called veins)  

Use the Close Reading activity to 
discuss the special language used 

to describe the wings.  

Guide the children to 
demonstrate understanding. 

Direct children to turn to Student 
Book page 25. Read aloud the 
writing prompt and the Hint. 
Remind children to write in 

complete sentences.   

Haggertys Book Week 11 
Day 5 Explicit Phonics 

Cards  

Reread to learn about 
escaping from predators. 
Explain that children will 

listen for details about 
ways that butterflies and 

moths try to stay away 
rom predators, or animals 

who hunt for and eat 
them. Instruct children to 

listen closely for these 
details as you reread 

pages 38-41.  

Have children identify key 
details. Use questions 
such as these to guide 

discussion.  

Page 40: How do 
butterflies stay safe from 

birds? (not flying in 
straight lines; having 

eyespots that confuse 
birds; dropping to the 

ground.)  

Page 40: If a bird grabs a 
butterfly’s wing, what can 
help the butterfly escape? 

(The scales on the wing 
tear off and allow it to 

escape.)  

Guide children to 
demonstrate 

understanding. Direct 
children to turn to student 
book page 26. Read aloud 

the directions and the 
completed circles of the 

web. Help children 
complete the two 
remaining circles.  



9:50-10:50   Guided Reading   Guided Reading  Guided Reading    Guided Reading   Guided Reading 

10:50-11:20   ELA WIN   ELA WIN   ELA WIN   ELA WIN   ELA WIN  

11:20-11:50   SPA   SPA    SPA.   SPA   SPA  

11:50-12:20    Lunch    Lunch   Lunch   Lunch   Lunch  

12:30-1:15   Music  P.E.  Media  S.T.E.M  Art 

1:15-2:15  
Math block  

Lesson: 11: Teen numbers Session 1   

Homework: low: 242-242 Mid: 
245-246, High: 249-250  

.Guided instruction: Show page 239 
on the board. Read the problem. Tell
tudents to think about what the 

problem is about, what is the 
question they are trying to answer, 
and what info is important? Pass 
out the paper. Give students time to 
olve the problem independently. 

Allow students to share their 
hinking with a partner and then 

with the class.   

2.Direct instruction: Go over new 
vocabulary: teen number, tens and 
ones (page 236). Model how to solve 
he problem as a class   

3.Guided practice: Pass out the 
counters and ten frames. Show 
tudents how to use the counters 

and ten frames too show some teen 
numbers. Have students practice 
making teen numbers.   

4.Independent practice: Have 
tudents show different teen 

numbers using tens and ones.   
5. Evaluate   

Lesson 11: Teen Numbers  
Session 2  

.Guided instruction: Show page 
233 on the board. Have students 
ry to solve 1 and 2 by themselves. 

As a class go over each.  

2. Direct instruction: show groups 
of teen numbers. Model how you 
circle a group of ten and have 
ome left over. Explain what teen 

number you found based on the 
group of ten plus some ones.  

3. Guided practice: Give students 
connecting cubes, counters, 
and/or ten frames and have them 
how you a teen number by 

making a ten with some left over.   

4. Independent practice: have 
tudents complete page 244.  

5. Evaluate.   

Lesson 11: Teen Numbers   
Session 3  

Guided instruction: Show page 247 on the 
board. Have students try to solve 1 by 
hemselves. As a class go over each.   
. Direct instruction: show what a ten rod 

ooks like, ask why they think it is called a 
en rod? Model how you can use a ten rod 

plus some ones to create a ten number.  
. Guided practice: Give students a ten rod 
nd some ones to create teen numbers 

with you on the board. Have students show 
heir own and tell you what teen number 
hey made.  

4. Independent practice: have students 
omplete page 248   

. Evaluate.   

Lesson 11: Teen Numbers Session 
4: refine   
.Show page 251 on the board. 

Have a class discussion around 
number 1 and 3  

2. Direct instruction: Have 
tudents work on 2 by 
hemselves. Go over as a class.   

4. Independent practice: pass out 
en rods and ones. Play “I am 
hinking of a teen number..” and 

have them show you which one it 
s based on your riddle. have 
tudents complete page 252.   

5. Evaluate.   
 

Lesson 11: Teen Numbers  
Review any information 
tudents need to review. 

Correct any misconceptions 
tudents have   

Lesson 11 quiz  

2:15-2:45    Math  WIN   Math WIN   Math WIN   Math WIN   Math WIN   



  
Accommodations:  

● Graphic organizers are utilized  
● Cooperative learning with partners  
● Visualizations/videos  
● Small group instruction   
● WIN time  
● Appropriate seating arrangements  

  
Standards:  
Reading:  
LAFS.1.RI.1.2: , LAFS.1.RI.1.1: , LAFS.1.RI.1.3: , LAFS.1.RF.2.2b: , LAFS.1.RF.3.3a: , LAFS.1.W.1.2: , LAFS.1.SL.1.1: , LAFS.1.SL.1.2: , LAFS.1.SL.2.5:, LAFS.1.L.1.F: 
LAFS.1.L.1.2:  
  
Math:  
MAFS.1.NBT.2.2  
Writing:  
LAFS.1.W.2.5, LAFS.1.w.2.6  
 
Social Studies/Science: SS1.A.1.1, SS.1.A.2.1, SS.1.A.2.3, SS.1.A.2.4, SS.1.C.3.2, SS1.C.1.1, SS.1.C.2.4 & SS.1.G.1.5  
EQs: What do we celebrate in America? What are our rights and responsibilities?  
Why is a ten rod called a ten?  
 

2:45-3:00   Calendar math   Calendar Math   Calendar Math   Calendar Math   Calendar Math  


